"CPR"!!! PROMOTING "COOPERATION, PARTICIPATION AND RESPECT" IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION!!! - SHARE THE WEALTH

MELANIE CHAMPION - JANUARY 26, 2013


VARIATIONS: WE CAN DIVIDE THE CLASS INTO TWO TEAMS AND PUT JERSEYS ON ONE TEAM AND MAKE IT A COMPETETION.

MAKE IT HARDER ON THE OLDER GRADE LEVELS AND HAVE THE JUDGES THROW IN ANOTHER TENNIS BALL EVERY 10 SECONDS!

THIS CAN ALSO BE PLAYED WITH BALLOONS INSTEAD OF TENNIS BALLS JUST KEEPING THE BALLOONS IN FLIGHT AND OFF THE FLOOR.
**CROSSING THE GREAT DIVIDE** - This is a great cooperation activity that really makes your kids work together to be successful. We always start with small groups of 5-6 depending on the grade level. The object of the game is to get your group across the Great Divide (an area you select - we usually designate with lines or cones - 25-30 feet). To do so, all the players in your group start beside each other, with their feet touching the feet of the players next to them. The team must cross the Great Divide without anyone's feet losing contact with the feet of the players next to them. Anyone losing foot contact with their neighbor - and the entire team must go back to the starting line and try again. It sounds easy - but give it a try - it is challenging and then once they make it add two groups together until you eventually have the whole class try!!!

Variation: While some groups work together better and than others - if some groups get through faster than others - have them try to go backwards to the starting line!

**TOM AND JERRY** - This is a great tag game that involves cooperation and some thinking and strategy!! It also disguises working on upper body strength! Divide the class into groups of three and have them lie down side by side in their own space. To let them get the hang of the game, we usually start with just one Tom and one Jerry - Tom is it chasing Jerry around the gym and Jerry chooses to lie down
BESIDE ANY GROUP HE/SHE WANTS TO - WHEN THAT HAPPENS THE PERSON ON THE OPPOSITE SIDE OF THE THREE MUST JUMP UP AND RUN FROM TOM QUICKLY AND CHOOSE A NEW GROUP TO LIE DOWN BESIDE. IF TOM CATCHES JERRY THEN THE ROLLS SIMPLY REVERSE AND THE CHASING CONTINUES! ONCE THEY GE THE HANG OF IT WE CHOOSE SEVERAL TOM AND JERRYS TO BE RUNNING AT ONE TIME AND THE FUN BEGINS. THE ONLY MAJOR RULE IS YOU CAN NOT LAY DOWN AT THE GROUP OF THREE THAT YOU JUST GOT UP FROM - YOU MUST RUN TO ANOTHER GROUP. THIS GIVES THOSE TOMS A CHANCE TO CATCH THOSE SNEAKY MICE!! (IT IS SAD WHEN YOU HAVE TO EXPLAIN TO YOUR KIDS WHO TOM AND JERRY IS - SOME OF THEM HAVE NEVER EVEN SEEN THE CARTOON - SO YOU MAY HAVE TO COME UP WITH A DIFFERENT NAME!!)
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